CONFIRMATION OF LANGUAGE SKILLS

To be completed by the exchange coordinator
• if a language assessment test was part of the selection procedure or
• if the student’s language certificate is older than two years or
• if the language of instruction at the home university is English or German.

Exchange Coordinator
Name of exchange coordinator ______________________________________

Position __________________________________________________________

Contact information ________________________________________________

Applicant
Name of applicant ______________________________________________________

Sending institution ____________________________________________________

Field of study _________________________________________________________

Level of the applicant
• Bachelor  • Master  • Doctoral

Application for
• academic year __________
• winter semester __________
• summer semester __________
• other _____________________

Language Skills
I hereby confirm that the German and/or English language proficiency of the applicant named above is as follows:

German:  • B1  • B2  • C1  • C2  • native speaker

English:  • B1  • B2  • C1  • C2  • native speaker

Should the applicant’s level in the relevant language(s) be lower than the LMU requirement at the time of application\(^1\) I confirm that the applicant will reach the required level before the beginning of their study period at LMU.

Date and signature ____________________________________________________

\(^1\)http://www.lmu.de/international/incoming/language